Uncover the Undiscovered
Experience the NEW ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Global

Within dissertations and theses is a wealth of scholarship, yet it is often overlooked because most go unpublished. Uncover new ideas and innovations with more confidence and effectiveness. ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Global (PQDT) delivers a focused path of discovery by tapping into a global network of connected research. With guided learning and research accelerating features it empowers researchers of any level to uncover the undiscovered.

DISCOVER unique scholarship

The equitable discoverability of 5 million dissertations and theses allows researchers to amplify diverse voices and place research in a global context, making connections that generate new insights.

• Global Network of Knowledge: PQDT Global connects scholarship from 4,100 universities in over 60 countries, diverse voices, ideas, and perspectives can be viewed within a singular global context.

• Equitable Search Results: A dedicated ProQuest editorial team reviews every title and applies enhancements to create equitable discoverability across subjects and institutions, consistently delivering quality, relevant results.

• Connections to Insights: Each full text dissertation in PQDT is fully searchable providing an unparalleled resource for text and data mining analysis making connections that generate new insights.

• The Undiscovered: The majority of this scholarly research is never formally published into books and articles. Rich with new and niche information on every topic imaginable, dissertations are a wealth of potential insights for all levels of researchers.

To talk to the sales department, contact us at 1-800-779-0137 or sales@proquest.com.
**FOCUS your research path**

New tools transform each dissertation or thesis into a catalyst for more efficient and effective source collection. By leveraging the rich citation data found in PQDT, researchers can benefit from focused pathways of discovery to build foundational knowledge on a topic and libraries can elevate other subscription content to improve its use from their patrons.

**Citation Connections**

Dynamic algorithms have been built on ProQuest’s comprehensive citation data, pulling forward works that share citation records. They are developed on a framework that facilitates making connections to reveal insights that help users in their research tasks. Citation Connections deliver Foundational Research and Similar Dissertations.

**Citation Features**

Dissertation citations are extracted, cross-linked, and searchable, offering users a “ready-made” list of sources on a topic. Researchers of all levels can quickly build a credible source list targeted to their specific topic. Citation Features are Linked References and Cited by.
UNCOVER the value of dissertations

All levels of researchers can use eLearning Companions and Discovery Tips during key moments of the research workflow. Gain valuable dissertation writing tips or quickly learn how to extract value from this unique resource.

• **eLearning Companions:** These self-directed modules assist users with harnessing the value of dissertations and theses as a resource for topic learning as well as with the dissertation writing journey. These are now available within the ProQuest Platform at precise moments during the discovery workflow as well as on-demand.

• **Discovery Tips:** Dissertations and theses are a unique source type often long and complex. This presents a challenge to novice researchers who find dissertations in their topic searches but are unsure how to extract information from them. Discovery Tips provide researchers with guidance to make consumption and navigation of dissertations easier.
About ProQuest

ProQuest is a Clarivate company committed to supporting the important work happening in the world’s research and learning communities. The company curates content that matters to the advancement of knowledge, assembling an archive of billions of vetted, indexed documents. It simplifies workflows so that people and institutions use time effectively.

ProQuest has been disseminating graduate works since 1939. Today, Dissertations & Theses products and services support author goals, institution goals, and all levels of researchers with workflow solutions, publishing options, and research tools.

To find out more about the services offered by ProQuest Dissertations & Theses visit:

dissertations.com